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Abstract: The effectiveness of different optimization futures of latest version of contemporary foundry software package MAGMAsoft is 
presented. The implementation of a comprehensive iterative scheme for interactive optimization procedures is shown using some particular 
casting technological processes. Examples are given of the implementation of simulation results and software tools for the diminishing of the 
casting defects. The most important parameters (geometry and allocation of the used chills, feeders and insulation materials, as well as their 
thermophysical parameters, etc.) are varied to obtain high quality casting – casting with 100% feeding in the entire volume and without 
porosity and defects. Two different procedures for automatic optimization are described. One of them uses a target function constructed in 
expanded parameter space to optimize whole process of casting production. The varied parameters include: number, configuration and 
switching/off times of the cooling channels; duration of the casting cycle; temperature regime of the mould; temperature stresses in the 
mould; energy consumption. The minimization of the target function shows the set of parameters, which optimize the casting technology. The 
other one is included in ad-on module MAGMAfrotier of MAGMAsoft. 
Keywords: mathematical modeling, computer simulation, optimization and control 
 
 
1. Introduction 
During the last twenty years casting process simulation has become 
an accepted tool for process and design lay-out. A new era of 
simulation capabilities is dawning: State-of-the-art tools allow the 
optimization of casting designs or processes automatically. An old 
foundry man’s dream is becoming reality: trial and error is not 
performed on the shop floor but on the computer. The foundry man 
defines his optimization goals and can evaluate the best possible 
solution.  
This paper will show what can be achieved by coupling casting 
process simulation software with a general optimization tool and 
where the limits are. In this special case, the software package 
MAGMAsoft1 in combination with the add-module 
MAGMAfrontier[1] was used, but the conclusions about the 
interaction of simulation and optimizer are valid for almost any 
combination of similar software. Two basic procedures are 
available for solving optimization problems: an analytic one, that 
requires detailed knowledge about the objective function(s) used in 
the problem, e.g. for calculating gradients or at least their 
approximations, and the black box method, where no information 
about dependencies between input and output variables are 
available and where only the evaluation of the calculated results 
decides about the next iteration. The analytic method has the 
advantage that one can implement very efficient algorithms. On the 
other hand the disadvantage is that such algorithms are almost fixed 
to a single type of optimization problem. Furthermore, the 
mathematical models, which are used in technical simulation 
software, especially in casting process simulation, are often very 
complex and so it is hardly possible to describe the objective 
functions analytically. The black box method instead can be 
combined with any type of simulation software, but has the 
disadvantage that if the calculation time required for a single 
simulation is quite high the total calculation to solve the problem 
might take too much time, at least for actually available computer 
power. We will show that even today a black box method can be 
used successfully and efficiently for different problems in casting 
process simulation, if specific points are taken into account. 
The sample example, discussed later in this paper, concerns riser 
optimization, but the procedure described here can also be used for 
                                                 
1MAGMAsoft is registered trademark of MAGMA 
Giessereitechnologie GmbH, Aachen, Germany 

several other optimization tasks, e.g. for inverse problems where 
thermophysical data for simulations is adapted to experimental data. 
 
 
2. Futures of MAGMAfrontier 
MAGMAfrontier is an assessment tool for the autonomous 
optimization of process conditions, production parameters, and 
techniques for all casting processes. The module requires an 
installation of the standard MAGMAsoft release 4.4 and uses the 
MAGMASOFT data base as well as selected functionalities of 
additional modules.  
MAGMAfrontier reflects a new generation of optimization 
software[2,3] that proposes solutions to the foundryman regarding the 
optimal process parameters or the correct casting technique. 
MAGMAfrontier uses results of the casting simulation to determine 
the best methods for the optimization problem. Based on the input 
values the software autonomously and systematically establishes 
geometry changes and production parameters. MAGMAfrontier 
links MAGMASOFT® into an optimization loop, which is – after 
the definition of optimization objectives, evaluation criteria, and 
constraints – automatically processed without any interaction by the 
user. The defined objectives for each problem are optimized with 
suitable strategies, e.g. genetic algorithms. Multiple objectives as 
well as objectives in opposite direction can be analyzed at the same 
time. This corresponds to the operation in a foundry, whenever the 
best compromise for a robust casting technique should be reached. 
 
 
2.1 Scope of the module 
The following casting relevant optimization problems can 
exemplarily be analyzed with MAGMAfrontier[1,4]: 
Feeder optimization: Minimization of porosities and shrinkage 
cavities in the casting through optimal location and size of the 
feeder with a simultaneous optimization of the yield  
Optimization of casting systems: Simultaneous filling of various 
cavities due to optimal dimensioning of runners in the casting 
system. Equalization of the temperatures during filling. 
Process optimization: Minimization of thermal load in tools due to 
optimal cooling, spraying, or shake out conditions with a 
simultaneous optimization of the productivity. Optimization of the 
pattern lay-out with a simultaneous consideration of the required 
component properties. 

НОВЫЕ ИНТЕРАКТИВНЫЕ И АВТОМАТИЧЕСКИЕ ПРОЦЕДУРЫ ОПТИМИЗАЦИИ, ПРЕДЛАГАЕМЫЕ 
СОВРЕМЕННЫМ ПРОГРАММНЫМ ОБЕСПЕЧЕНИЕМ ДЛЯ МОДЕЛИРОВАНИЯ ЛИТЕйНОГО 
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Optimization of casting stresses and component distortion: 
Minimization of the distortions due to residual stresses. 
Inverse Optimization: Determination of material properties and 
process conditions based on available measurement data. 
 
2.2 Assessment tools 
MAGMAfrontier allows the individual definition of optimization 
problems for the licensed MAGMASOFT® modules. The following 
optimization problems are already available as templates: 
• Design and optimization of feeders regarding the casting quality 

and yield; 
• Optimization of runners and gates to reduce air entrapments; 
• Optimization of runners and gates regarding melt flow rate, free 

surface, and flow conditions; 
• Optimization of feeding in low pressure die casting; 
• Thermal optimization of the life time of permanent molds; 
• Optimization of process conditions and properties for the heat 

treatment of steel casting; 
• Optimization of microstructures and properties for cast iron; 
• Optimization of pattern plates in relation to the component 

properties; 
• Optimization of stresses and distortions of castings and molds for 

sand casting and permanent mold casting processes; 
• Adjustment of thermo-physical properties of mold material based 

on temperature measurements; 
• Calculations of heat transfer coefficients based on temperature 

measurements. 
 
3. Coupling of Simulation and Optimization Tool 
Basically every optimization process works with the following 
scheme, regardless whether a black box or an analytic procedure is 
used: the user describes the problem in a mathematical way by 
determining some parameters: 
1. Input variables with their corresponding ranges of variation (these 

are the parameters of the simulation that will be varied)- Fig.1.; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Output variables (they contain the results of the simulation in 

concentrated form); 
3. Constraints; 
4. Objectives (maximize or minimize certain combinations of output 

variables) – Fig.2. 
If this is done, a set of start designs is defined, the so called DOE 
(Design of Experiments) sequence[5]. These are the base points of the 
numerical optimization. For each of these designs a complete 
simulation has to be performed. Subsequently, the algorithm can use 
the output values for generating new designs according to the 
objectives and the type of optimizer used. Depending on the selected 
optimization strategy the algorithm will stop after a certain number of 
iterations. 
In practical optimization problems the algorithm sometimes cannot 
find the final solution in the first attempt, because the user may 

find some hints how to modify ranges of variation, constraints 
and objectives for an even better solution during the optimization. 
 
 

 
Fig.2. Space of objectives Variables 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The user himself has to decide if he wants to continue with 
modified parameters. This decision may require much of 
computation and also casting experience. The flow chart of Fig.3 
shows the optimization process: 
 
 

 
 

Fig.3. Flow chart of a general optimization process

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig.1. Space of Input Variables 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Numerical optimization algorithms are often controlled by 
convergence criteria on which the decision is made if more iterations 
are necessary or not. This can be done for example by monitoring the 
difference of the values for the objective function from one iteration to 
the next; if the difference is smaller than a given tolerance value the 
algorithm stops. 
Such stopping criteria in a design optimization using the black box 
method may cause problems, as it is sometimes hard to get information 
about the "right" condition to stop. The sensitivity of a calculated 
output value in dependence on the used input parameters of an 
optimization task can be very small, so that it could happen that the 
algorithm quits many times and has to be restarted with adapted 
stopping conditions. 
 
4. Examples 
4.1. Inverse optimization 
The mentioned algorithms above are successfully used to solve 
inverse heat transfer problems. The behavior of heat transfer 
coefficients between different parts of casting formation system are 
very important factor for realistic description of casting processes. 
Because of very complicated difficulties with the measuring of 
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these parameters most often we use the solutions of identification 
and inverse problems. Usually the temperatures in separate points of 
the different parts of the system are measured (Fig.4 and Fig.5) and 
after that the optimization algorithm is used to minimize the 
differences between measured and calculated temperatures.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As a result we obtain the behavior of temperature dependent heat 
transfer coefficient – Fig.6. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.2. Feeder optimization 
In the following example we will show that the described concept 
really works for practical problems. The example project consists of a 
high allowed steel casting used in paper industry production[6] (Fig.7). 

It is produced in a gravity casting process. The problem that we want 
to solve with the combination of MAGMAsoft and MAGMAfrontier 
is to place well sized risers in the casting environment to get a sound 
casting (i.d. with no porosities) by using risers as small as possible.  
 
 

 
 

Fig.7. Initial Casting Technology 

 

 
 
Fig. 4. Comparison between measured and calculated 

curves 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The calculation criterions point follow defects – Fig.8. 
 

 
 

Fig.5. Good correlation between simulation end 
measurement 

 

 
 

Fig. 8. Prediction of porosity 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For the purpose of optimization the following input parameters are 
chosen: 
• Volume of the risers; 
• Length of the arc of the chill; 

 
 

Fig.6. Inverse Optimization 

• Number of risers. 
 
 

 
Fig.9. Intermediate Result. Geometry 
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As an objectives the level of porosity and quantity of feeder’s metal 
parameter are chosen. Follow the ideology cited above more then 
150 designs were been simulated. The process of optimization 
went via the solutions pointed on Fig.9 and Fig.10, but as a final 
result the solution on Fig.11-12 was obtained. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.3. Runner and gating system optimization 
Designing the gating and running system has a significant impact 
on casting quality in all casting procedures. The algorithm of Fig.3 
was used to improve the formfilling process with the runner system 
on Fig.8. As a result of iteration procedure the geometry of runner 
system was changed and give us shorter filling time and high 
temperatures in molten metal of the risers – Fig.14. Fig.13 points 
the same situation for initial geometry of the system.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig.13. Initial System

 
 

Fig.14. Solution

 
 

Fig.10. Intermediate Result. Porosity 

 
5. Conclusion and comments 
The world of casting development is faced with some of the most 
revolutionary changes since the introduction of CAD in the 1980’s. 
The newly available computer based technologies such as 
computational optimization of casting design and casting processes 
will change the environment dramatically. The collaboration of 
casting designers and metal casting engineers will be facilitated. 
Casting designers will have the chance to consider casting process 
conditions in the early stages of their design work to take better 
advantage of castings true potential. Metal casting engineers will 
need to expand their knowledge and use of CAE technologies to 
communicate effectively throughout the entire process. These new 
frontiers are truly great opportunities for the Metal casting Industry.  
Automatic optimization of processes, as complex as metal casting, 
is an ambitious intention. The work being described in this 
contribution shows the methodology of applying a proofed genetic 
optimization algorithm to a proofed casting process simulator. 
Today, the automatic optimization still requires a lot of optimization 
knowledge from the user, and is hardly more efficient or faster than 
a good process engineer. But it is already clear that the coming 
improvements of process specific optimization templates and 
hardware power will help to leverage genetic optimization 
algorithms to the manufacturing level. 

 
Fig.11. Final Result 
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